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Our Vision Forward
All - events in the news of the past several months alert us to the
fact it is imperative that we maintain our status of SEMPER PARATUS. The
Auxiliary in an always ready state will provide our active duty partners a rock
solid team, ready to assist in any form requested. Thank you all for continuing
to train hard and sharpen your skills in preparation for just such an event.
Preparation for attaining that state of readiness evolves from a process where we set a vision for Nine
ER and how it supports the national vision statement. A vision statement illuminates the capabilities of
the region and deliverables to the nation, our boating public and the U.S Coast Guard.
The Ninth Eastern Vision Statement supports the National Commodores vision. Our vision statement
contains the following:
The Ninth District Eastern Region of the United States Coast Guard Auxiliary shares
the National Commodores vision to meet America’s changing maritime safety and security challenges, through a balanced allocation of resources towards our recreational
boating safety and maritime domain awareness missions.
Our obligation is to make the vision a reality. It is our duty to put in place a tactical plan to improve our
capabilities and mission execution, so we can meet the security challenges in a time when resources
are tight. Take care as you begin your Auxiliary season to build on your own capability and that of the
members around you. Target-recruit to get the new member with the skills that can help your flotilla
immediately. More qualified new members on board means an easier Auxiliary life for all of us.
As you move forward with your Auxiliary plans, this year ask yourself this question: if we could become whatever we wanted in our Auxiliary life, and we knew we would not fail, what would we look
like? That vision of what you would look like, would be your own personal Auxiliary vision statement.
We have a great opportunity to skill build and enhance our readiness on the surface and in the air, all
of us working together can make attaining the 9ER Vision a reality.
Thank you all for your hard work and devotion to duty. Through your efforts 9ER maintains the condition of SEMPER PARATUS.
Together We Are Better!
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I nstr uc tio nal

F o rt it u de
Sure, the sequester has put a damper on
training budgets, but don’t let that keep
you from fulfilling your aspirations for
improvement and proficiency
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n his recent “State of the Coast Guard”

address, Commandant Robert Paap stated that
proficiency must remain the enduring anchor of the
Coast Guard: “Proficiency in craft, proficiency in
leadership and disciplined initiative.” Training, education, qualification and certification, along with
advanced knowledge, experience and seasoning
are among the elements to proficiency, the commandant said, and these are the service’s obligation to individual Coast Guardsmen. The additional
elements of self-discipline, the drive to achieve
higher levels of excellence
and the continuous pursuit
of mastery of craft are
owned by us as individuals,
he added.
The message is clear achieve proficiency through
training, and, just as importantly, the responsibility
for that training rests with
each of us. Yet, with the
sequester severely restricting Coast Guard, and District spending, how does
one still pursue the training
we need and want?

initiative with the local CG Station. Ask for joint operations training - active duty is motivated to conserve money and resources, too.
Online classes are becoming more and more available. “C” schools and conference training sessions
will still be available, but on a more limited basis.
Many of the mandatory courses are already available online or by webinar, with new courses being
added with increasing frequency.
One of the best sources to check availability of an
AUX or FEMA class being
online, is AUXLMS:
http://wow.uscgaux.info/
content.php?unit=TDEPT&category=auxlms
This AUXLMS site has several important links, including:
 National Testing Center:
courses, testing and manuals.
 FEMA Emergency Management Institute: ICS
courses.
 Online Classroom: HR, PA
and new member courses.

Tips for training success:
Clark Godshall, District 9ER
 Get your training early - if a
Training Officer, acknowlcourse or class becomes
edges that the sequester
available, take it. Classes
has affected training budgcould become full, or canets this year. “We’ll have to
think outside the box to ac- Division 4 Training Day: Coxswain Chris Babcock celled later in the year.
coaches crew trainee Holger Stave on the finer
complish our training goals. (R)
aspects of navigation.
Photo by Mark Thomas  Operations training: put
Training initiatives have
more people in the boat - chances are your facility
been pushed down to the division and flotilla levcan handle one or two more crew.
els”. What to look for? “There will be more opportunities online, along with more training cooperation
 For groups, use school district facilities, at little
amongst divisions.”
or no cost, that can accommodate distance
learning techniques with courses such as TCT.
Inter-division training will become the new norm.
Some examples have already been successful,
Bottom line, there are still plenty of training and imsuch as PWC training done as a joint effort with
provement opportunities available, some, in nonDivisions 3 and 4 on the Niagara River. More joint
traditional ways. But no one is going to call you to
training is planned, and on a larger scale. Take the
sign up. Very clear in the Commandant's message it’s all up to you.
- Mark Thomas
Photo opposite: Betty Benoit of Flotilla 48 works a heaving
Editor
line during a joint training exercise with active duty crew
from Station Rochester.

Photo by Mark Thomas
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Combined District Symposium

Rudiger named 2012 District 9ER Auxiliarist of the Year
DEARBORN, MI - Members of Ninth District
Eastern Region walked away with some of the
top awards presented at the Combined District
Symposium III.
Immediate Past District Commodore Nancy
Rudiger was named 9ER Auxiliarist of the
Year.
Receiving Commandant's Letters of Commendation were: Fred Willig, Chris Willig, William
Walkden and Don Golinski, all of Flotilla 32;
Michael Packard, Angela Baldyga and Russell
Cromwell, all of Flotilla 64; and Jeffrey Eakin of
Flotilla 76.
RADM Michael N. Parks (L), and DCO Robert Laurer
(R), congratulate IPDCO Nancy Rudiger as she accepts
the prestigious award.
Photo by Terri Lavergne

Reach out to young Coast Guard, admiral urges
s
April's Combined District Symposium III in Dearborn, MI ended up being "a great program," despite
budget cuts that scaled back activities and impacted attendance, reports Rick Kunz, Division 2 vice commander.
One of the highlights for him, he said, was seeing the openness and commitment to the Auxiliary exhibited by Rear Admiral Michael Parks, commander of the Ninth Coast Guard District.
In two open meetings with district and division leaders, the admiral "opened up the floor to questions,"
with most having to do with "the budget and the sequester."
Kunz said he asked a question about how to re-engage "our more seasoned members, the ones that
have carried the load for years and are now ready to step back."
"I was looking for a way to engage them in a new way," he said.
"Admiral Parks looked at me kind of funny, as he said, 'you know, you just took the thunder out of my
comments tonight at the awards banquet.' Then he challenged us all to return to our districts, divisions
and flotillas and ask these most valuable members of our organization to reach out to the young men
and women of our active duty Coast Guard and extend a hand of friendship and assistance to these
members who hold a high level of responsibility a long way home." The admiral said it made a difference
for him, feeling that sense of family from Auxiliarists, as a young Coast Guard officer.
It also made a difference when he was a senior at a rural high school in New York's Madison County,
without a clear-cut direction. He recounted how a guidance counselor took him on a field trip to the
Coast Guard Auxiliary Flotilla 26 Base in Sylvan Beach, NY, "where he met with a group of caring people" and talked with them about a summer program to introduce youth to the Coast Guard Academy.
The flotilla sponsored his visit to the academy, "and the rest, as they say, is history."
Kunz added: "The admiral will be retiring in June of 2013 and there was a lot of politicking to get him to
retire to all different areas within the Great Lakes. But you know, I kind of think that there is a better-than
-average possibility that maybe, just maybe, things will come full circle."
- Bob Stronach
Contributing Editor
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PEOPLE
Where the Auxiliary is heading, and where it has been,
can be summed up with one word -- PEOPLE.
That's according to Paul Barlow, the Ninth District's assistant director of Auxiliary, who brought a keynote message
to the Combined District Symposium.
"Over the past few years, our focus has shifted from reorganization to improving our performance back to emphasizing RBS (recreational boating safety) and our fundamental missions. Throughout, it all comes down to one
acronym that covers it all…PEOPLE."
Mr. Paul Barlow, Assistant Director of Auxiliary
Photo by Robert Stronach

He took each letter of the word to make his point.

P – PROFICIENCY in CRAFT & LEADERSHIP. To get better in our craft whether it’s teaching public education classes, conducting vessel exams or underway on a safety patrol.

E – EXCEL at Mission Execution. That comes straight from the Great Lakes Maritime Strategy as the Ninth District leads the way in SABOT and works toward our own version of DISCIPLINED INITIATIVE.

O – OPTIMIZE the force. Epitomized in pursuing 100% participation in EVERBRIDGE &
SKILLSBANK. Only when we’re all committed to this endeavor will we be able to help each
other, just as RECRUITING and RETENTION of Auxiliary membership is key to our survival.

P – PRIORITIZE. The watchword for moving forward with the likes of FISCAL CLIFF, SEQUESTER & CONTINUING RESOLUTIONS. “Put first things first.”

L – LEADERSHIP. The key to becoming better servants to the public and shipmates.

IN-

SPIRE & SERVE while SHARING OUR STORY.

E – ETHICS. The foundation that can be reinforced as the Learning Management System
(LMS) is rolled out for Auxiliary participation. The mandated training that is provided in these
modules is not so much a directive as an invitation to expand our aptitude for respecting others. With mutual RESPECT, anything can be achieved.

- Robert Stronach
Contributing Editor
The Eastwind Spring 2013
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Around the District
CLEVELAND, OH - Coast
“...pride of the American side...”
Guard Captain James A. WilGordon Lightfoot
son (Ret.) describes a ship
riding very comfortably just
before it sinks with the nautical
phrase, "It rides like an old
shoe." Captain Wilson was a
member of the investigative
team looking into the wreck of
the S/S Edmund Fitzgerald in
November, 1975. Wilson grew
up in Akron, Ohio. He credits
his Buchtel High School baseball coach for encouraging him
to attend the U.S. Coast Guard
Academy. After graduating
from the Academy, Wilson
spent the next 30 years on active duty. His multiple assignments included being a marine
Painting by Capt. Bud Robinson with permission
investigator and serving four
years on the USCGC Cook Inlet (WAVP-384), primarily gathering weather information. Following his participation as a member of the Fitzgerald investigation board, Wilson was the officer in charge of the Marine Safety Unit in Cleveland. Captain Wilson retired in 2004.

Fitzgerald mystique explained at
Flotilla 75

Captain Wilson's presentation at a Flotilla 75 meeting gave Auxiliarists and guests from Flotilla 75’s BS&S, S&S, and Weekend Navigator classes the opportunity to learn about the marine investigation
surrounding the sinking of the Edmund Fitzgerald on 10 November
1975 in Lake Superior about 15 miles north of Point Crisp, Michigan. The Marine Board of Investigation was assigned the task of
determining the cause of the sinking and to make recommendations
to prevent further marine tragedies. It was not empowered to assess
any civil or criminal liabilities. At this time Wilson was stationed in
Detroit. The investigative team consisted of a Coast Guard Admiral,
a naval architect, an attorney, and a marine investigator. The twentynine families of the Edmund Fitzgerald crew were waiting for answers. The hearing was held between 18 November and 13 December 1975.
Photo by Bruce Harris
Captain Wilson (ret) describes aspects
of the Fitzgerald investigation.

At the time it was launched in June 1958, the 729-foot long, 75-foot
wide, 25-foot draft freighter S/S Edmund Fitzgerald was the largest
ship on the Great Lakes. Her final voyage began on 9 November
1975 at the Burlington Northern Railroad Dock No. 1, Superior, Wisconsin. She was bound for Detroit,
carrying 26,116 tons of iron ore pellets. Traveling down Lake Superior in company with the Arthur M. Anderson in the early evening of 10 November, she encountered heavy weather and suddenly foundered
approximately 17 miles from the entrance to Whitefish Bay at approximately 7:10 p.m.
Since the ship rests in two pieces in 530 feet of water, a mini submarine was needed to examine the
wreckage. Wilson explained, "The wreckage of the ship itself does not lie. The stern of the ship is upside
down." In May 1976 the Coast Guard surveyed the site using the Navy's CURV II, a cable-controlled
undersea recovery vehicle system. The wreckage consisted of an upright bow section, approximately
(Continued, Page 20)
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Historic Bridge Now Just a Memory

A familiar backdrop from Auxiliary Flotilla 42 base, the Hojack Swing Bridge on the Genesee River was condemned by
the Coast Guard in 2002, and finally demolished in early 2013.
Photo by Brenda Bialaszewski

PORT OF ROCHESTER,NY - Constructed by the
King Bridge Company in 1905, a piece of Rochester history was demolished in early 2013.
Known as the Hojack Line Swing Bridge, the structure was built in the middle of the Genesee River to
connect rail service for farms along the lakeshore
that had been bypassed by other rail lines, and the
Erie Canal. This encouraged agricultural development, most notably apples, along the lakeshore.
The Hojack Rail Line extended from Buffalo to
Oswego.
The bridge
is called a
“swing”
bridge because it
would
swing into
place to
accommodate a train
(only) river
Cutting torch ablaze in late fall, 2012, concrossing,
tractors commence dismantlement.
then the
Photo by Christopher Playford
swing back
open (90 degrees) to allow movement of boat and
river traffic.
The Hojack Rail Line continued in use until 1978,
which was the last commercial use of the bridge.

Abandoned and falling into disrepair, the structure
was the subject of a 2001 study by the US Army
Corps of Engineers, and deemed to be “of historical value”, but multiple efforts raising money to
save the bridge for its historical attributes failed.
In 2002, the
Coast Guard
determined the
304 foot long
structure to be a
river navigation
hazard, resulting
in the current
Above: Beginning
of the end, midOctober 2012.
Right: Only a fraction remains as
demolition continues, mid-January
2013. Photos by Bob
Bialkowski

owner, CSX Corporation, to commence demolition
in late 2012 at a cost of over $11.3 million.
With Rochester’s Hojack bridge now gone, the only
swing bridge remaining in country is the Center
Street Bridge in Cleveland (OH).
- Mark Thomas
Editor
The Eastwind Spring 2013
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Around the District

Boating Safely Class is “drop zone” for
ARMY Parachute Team
HOMESTEAD, FL - What do aerial daredevils do
for fun? Sometimes it’s boating, and just to be
clear...safe boating! At least that was the case for
ten members of the US Army Parachute Team,
The Golden Knights.
It all began when Chuck and Jill Heath, through a
series of acquaintances, were asked to put together a Boating Safely class for a few members
of the Golden Knights. Chuck and Jill, members
of Ohio Flotilla 62, were at their Florida retreat,
had no course books or materials, or even a
place to hold the class. But being qualified and
experienced Auxiliary Instructors, they knew how
to get things done.
First, they procured a classroom and borrowed
AV equipment, right on the Air Force Reserve
Photo by Russell Huguenin
Base, winter home for the Golden Knights. Then,
Army
Golden
Knights
and
“Boating
Safely”
graduates, with
they made a call to their flotilla, back in Ohio,
their instructors, Chuck and Jill Heath (front, center).
and arranged to have Boating Safely books
shipped to Florida. With all the logistics in motion, they set several dates in March for an 8-hour “Boating
Safely” class for ten members of the esteemed parachute demonstration team.
All was progressing according to plan until a shipping
mishap meant the books did not arrive as expected.
Avoiding a free-fall, Chuck and Jill engaged their
“reserve chute” by calling FSO
Larry Davenport back in Ohio,
who was able to rush the instructional materials to Florida in time
for the scheduled class.
The class started on-time, and
was a complete success. Class
participants included pilots, aircraft mechanics, and parachutists, some of which have over
3,000 jumps. All ten participants
learned about boating safely, and
received their Certificates of
Completion.

The Golden Knight demonstration team are a popular airshow attraction. Photo Minnesota National Guard
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- Chuck and Jill Heath
PE Instructors
Flotilla 62

Recreational Boating Safety

Looking for a Few Good PROGRAM VISITORS
Have you wondered about becoming a Recreational Boating Safety-Program Visitor but didn’t
know where to start? It is not as difficult as you
might imagine. Whether you are a brand new
member of the Auxiliary looking for something to
be involved with or an experienced Auxiliarist who
would like to branch out into another program, and
you have the desire to become involved in the
vital “core” mission of Recreational Boating Safety,
then consider becoming a Program Visitor. If you start now,
you could easily obtain your
qualification as Program Visitor
in time for the rest of summer
boating season!
What, you ask, is a Program
Visitor and what does one do?
If you are a “people” person
who has a strong desire to
spread the message of boating
safety to a wide audience, this
is your cup of tea! A Program
Visitor is a qualified Auxiliarist
in the Recreational Boating
Safety Visitation Program
(RBSVP), formerly known as
the Marine Dealer Visitor Program. The mission of
the Program Visitors is to promote safe boating for
the recreational boating public by using a
“community partner”. These partners may be marine dealers, marina operators, retail outlets such
a West Marine or anywhere people tend to wait.
The Program Visitor (PV) dresses properly in uniform, has his or her credentials in order to present,
and introduces himself or herself to a potential
community partners as an “ambassador” of sorts
to inform them of the Coast Guard Recreational
Boating Safety Program. The PV uses the partners as a point of contact for the recreational boater on federal, state and local requirements by
providing the partner with information and brochures on safe boating classes, vessel safety
checks, and other safety materials.
The process to become qualified involves a few
steps.

The first step is to download and read the RBSVP
Manual from the V Directorate webpage (http://
safetyseal.net/). Not required, but it helps if you are
already a Vessel Examiner or familiar with the Vessel Safety Check manual (available also as a download) as knowledge of the Vessel Safety Checks
requirements and terminology will be very useful on
the exam.
Once you have studied the manual and feel you are ready, you
may take the exam in one of two
ways:
1. You can log on to the National
Testing Center website (http://
ntc.cgaux.org/) and take the
RBSVP exam. It is an open
book, timed exam and you will
get your results as soon as it is
completed.
2. There is also a written 30
question test (2010 version) that
may be given as part of a PV
workshop sponsored by a flotilla,
division, or the district, and is
open book. Your materials staff officer may order
the written exam from the Auxiliary National Supply
Center: ANSC 5004A or B.
Congratulations, you passed the RBSVP exam!
You will then receive a letter indicating the date you
passed the RBSVP exam and your score. You then
must complete two supervised partner visits with a
qualified Program Visitor who will certify you have
satisfactorily completed the required initial visits.
Your flotilla commander will forward documentation
to the DIRAUX office that you have completed the
required visits. DIRAUX will qualify (through your
DSO-PV) you as a Program Visitor. The RBSVP
ribbon is the same one used for Vessel Examiner
(navy and grey stripes), so if qualified for both you
would add on a bronze star device to the ribbon.
You are now free to make visits on your own!
( Continued, Page 21)
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Eastwind Exclusive
Exceptional Guest: Retired Captain Daniel Burbank
Astronaut, National Aeronautics and Space Administration
As a former Coast Guard pilot with over 4,000 flight hours, primarily in
helicopters, Dan Burbank has flown over 1,800 missions including over
300 search and rescue sorties. Selected to join NASA in 1996, he reported to the Johnson Space Center, and underwent two years of training and evaluation. He then served as a mission specialist on Space
Shuttle Atlantis STS-106 and STS-115 , logging more than 23 days in
space. In November of 2011, Burbank took over as Commander of the
International Space Station (ISS) Expedition 30, logging nearly six
months in space, returning to earth in April 2012.
Dan graciously spent some time discussing his Coast Guard and NASA
career...
- Mark Thomas, Editor
You entered the Coast Guard Academy in 1981. When was your first
interest in becoming an astronaut, and what was your path to your
Dan Burbank, born 1961 in Man- career as an astronaut?
chester, CT, received his comActually I’ve always been interested in space and astronomy. I rememmission as a Coast Guard officer
ber the Apollo 11 mission landing on the moon, when I was about eight
from the Coast Guard Academy
years old, and it made a big impression on me. The next year I saw the
in 1985, along with a BS degree
in Electrical Engineering. He then rather silly Disney movie “The Boatniks” (1970) which is where I first
attended Embry-Riddle Aeronau- learned about the Coast Guard. It was about a fellow that graduated
tical University, receiving a MS in from the Academy, and his whole series of nautical misadventures. Ever
Aeronautical Science in 1990.
since seeing that movie I had this
vision to join the Coast Guard and
After a number of active duty
do search and rescue, you know shipboard assignments, he atgoing out and saving lives through
tended navy flight school and
the surf in small boats. I kept that
served several Coast Guard air
line of thinking right up until I was
station assignments.
admitted to the Academy, when
after probably my first or second
Selected by NASA in 1996, he
served in support roles, until his
night there, I was studying a small
opportunity with Space Shuttle
book, “The Running Light”, reand ISS missions, then logging
quired Academy reading. I then
NASA photo
188 days in space, and over sev- faced my first realization that officen hours of spacewalk time.
Dan Burbank, ISS Expedition 30 Comers, graduates of the Academy,
mander (front row, L), with mission crew
were
not
the
ones
in
the
surf
and
When not working at the Johnson
storms
and
those
boats.
The
enlisted
force does that, you know, petty
Space Center, Houston, he reofficers
do
that
hands-on
job.
The
good
news was that later on in that
sides with his family in Cape Cod.
book I learned that the Coast Guard had an aviation component, and
there, as a helicopter pilot, I could be directly involved in saving lives
through search and rescue work. Up until that point in the book, I didn’t
even know the Coast Guard had an aviation element.
After graduating in 1985, I spent a couple of years on ships, then as
soon as I could went to flight school, learning to pilot airplanes and helicopters. After a series of assignments, during my second tour, I had an
opportunity to get into the aviation engineering program. I was already
flying helicopters, and another Coast Guard pilot got into the NASA program. With a combination of my two interests, space and flying, I thought
ISS Expedition 30 mission patch
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maybe I, too, could get into the program. After several years, and several attempts, I finally made the transition into the NASA program, where
I’ve now had a terrific career with
NASA, as well.
How did your Coast Guard training prepare you for your current
career with NASA?
In many ways, the operational situations are similar. In the Coast Guard
and with NASA, you’re working with
highly trained, small crews with operational autonomy. In the Coast
Guard, out in rough weather, or in
NASA photo
space, you’re in a potentially dangerous situation, but with a mindset International Space Station (ISS), as seen from an approaching space shuttle
of managed risk, something that is
part of the Coast Guard training mantra.
the same problem here on earth.
Can you give me a couple of examples of how
your mission activities make a direct impact on
everyday life here on earth?
Sure. Naturally, bones are only as strong as they
need to be. Upon entering space, and weightlessness, a person starts almost immediately to experience bone mass loss. Here on earth, that condition

On the ISS, every bit of water must be rationed,
recycled and reclaimed, and I do mean every bit.
We’re working on innovative and more efficient
processes, such as forward osmosis. That research could ultimately result in new technologies
being developed for the same purpose here on
earth as water becomes a more and more valuable commodity
You’re on the Space Station with several
Russians as your crewmates. Do you
speak Russian?

Да, я могу, хотя мои русские члены
экипажа английский гораздо лучше,
чем мой русский. (Yes, I do, although my
Russian crewmate’s English is much better
than my Russian).

Expedition 30 Commander Dan Burbank taking a break from his
work routine, plays his guitar in the Destiny laboratory aboard the
International Space Station.
NASA Photo

is called osteoporosis. This experience results in a
rise in calcium levels with many unpleasant side
effects. Researchers are optimistic that solving the
riddle of bone loss in space will be critical in solving

Over your 17 year career with NASA,
you’ve logged over 189 days in space.
What do you spend the rest of your
weekly work routine doing?
There is much ongoing training for future
missions, and there are thousands of support personnel involved, including me.
Right now I’m also working with a team
that is developing the next generation
space suit, as well as being Chief of the
Robotics and EVA (spacewalk) branch.
( Continued )
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2013 Vessel Safety Check Reminders
The boating season is upon us and VSCs have already commenced. Some
things to think about as you do VSCs:






If possible, attend a current VE workshop. There may have been changes and new items added that were not there last year.
Wear the proper uniform. ODUs or the blue VE polo shirt are both acceptable. Whether in uniform or not, do a VSC for a boater if they request it.
Have enough 7012 and 7012As, decals and safe boating literature on
hand, as well as information on how to join the Auxiliary.
Ask permission to do VSCs at marinas or public launch ramps, if required. Then post dates and
times you will be there, far enough in advance to get the word out.
Tell your FSO-VE or FC when and where you are going to do VSCs and how long you are going to
be there. Go with someone else or in a group. For your own safety don't go alone. When you are
finished doing VSCs call the FSO-VE or FC and let him or her know you have finished and are leaving the location.
Remember,
- Glen Harman
‘The VSC you just did may Save a Life’
DSO - VE

Continued, Exceptional Guest, Dan Burbank
The Auxiliary is an all-volunteer organization, and many of us spend hundreds of hours a year,
training to stay proficient. What advice would you have for our members on that point?
The value of training should be obvious. Even as you execute each training mission, always strive for
situational awareness. Don’t let anything you do get to be “too routine”. Stay vigilant!
With the retirement of the Space Shuttle, what’s next for the manned space program?
The Space Shuttle’s 30 year program had a purpose, which was to bring over a million pounds of hardware from earth, to build what we now know as the International Space Station. Today, there is a new
chapter in the mission of delivering materials from the planet into space. The Shuttle program, with all its
mechanical frailties, such as the more than 24,000 thermal protection tiles, has been replaced by more
economical unmanned commercial programs for putting materials and supplies in orbit, where they will
be brought alongside, and ultimately aboard the Space Station. There is a newly developed NASA
Space Launch System (SLS) program which will be integral to the NASA Orion program, with the intent
to take humans into space beyond earth orbit.
When you eventually retire, would we be able to convince you to join the Auxiliary?
It won’t take too much convincing. Both my wife (a former DIRAUX) and I are well aware of the contribution the Auxiliary makes to the Coast Guard, allowing them to do their jobs better. I don’t know the exact
numbers, but you, as Auxiliarists, essentially double the effectiveness of those on active duty. This effort
is very much appreciated, and at some point I’d be very proud to be part of your organization!
- Dan Burbank, NASA
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SABOT training guide, AOMS, and more
There are some new things for 2013 that pertain to Operations: POMS is replaced by AOMS, we have
to add facility limitations to our “Offer for Use” forms, and there is a new SABOT Training Guide.
As most of you know, POMS is going away this year and is being replaced by a WEB based system called “AUXDATA Order
Management System” (AOMS), which is pronounced “ohms”.
The new system will not only allow the user to request orders
but will also provide input to AUXDATA as well as let everyone
know what patrols are going out if anyone wants to crew.
The Auxiliary Operations Procedure Manual, COMDTINST
M16798.3, requires that all facility owners indicate on their
“Offer for Use” form (ANSC 7003) what the limitations are for
their facility. We are looking for limitations in wave height, wind
speed, and visibility. There is a Coast Guard requirement that
none of their boats are to operate if visibility is under one mile without radar. If your facility is not radar
equipped, you are not to operate in visibility under one mile. This information should be furnished to
each Order Issuing Authority (OIA), which has the authority to tighten these limitations.
In April 2013, we placed a new Standardized Auxiliary Boat Operations Training (SABOT) Training
Guide on the 9ER website. This guide gathers information from several sources including the Boat
Crew Seamanship manual, the Auxiliary Training manuals, the Auxiliary Operations Policy manual, NAV
Rules, the NSS, Team Coordination material, the Ninth District SAR Plan, the SABOT Job Aid and other
sources. This guide is intended as a text for SABOT instructors as well as a reference tool for Auxiliary
boat crews. The first three chapters cover marlinspike, uniforms, and equipping an Auxiliary facility. The
remaining chapters cover boat crew functions. Chapter 15 illustrates different
methods for rigging a stern tow from an Auxiliary facility. This chapter should
be helpful to the owner of a new facility or to someone looking for a better way
to rig a stern tow. The new SABOT Training Guide has a multitude of recommendations for those looking to improve their operational preparedness and
proficiency.
SABOT Training Guide:
http://wow.uscgaux.info/content.php?unit=092&category=ops-training-sabot
- Lew Wargo Sr., DSO-OP

New Auxiliary Medical Device Awarded
Nationwide, sixteen Auxiliary health care professionals are eligible for the
new Auxiliary medical device being awarded for the first time. Two of the
recipients are Dr. Elizabeth Macintyre and Dr. Joseph Sopko, members of
Flotilla 07-16 in 09ER. Between them, they cover many Wednesday afternoons at the Coast Guard sick bay at Ninth District headquarters in Cleveland, because they do not have a full time physician assigned.
Congratulations to both Doctors Macintyre and Sopko on a job well done.
Dr. Sopko also serves as Medical Officer Branch Chief, Atlantic West (Districts 8,9).
- Virginia Suda, VCDR, Division 7
The Eastwind Spring 2013
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Recruiting

Breakfast helps keep Auxiliary healthy
Photo by Dan Golley

BREWERTON, NY - Some Division 2 members
went into the Central New York Boat Show last
February with a strategy to recruit members. Their
thinking was to make it as inviting and as easy as
possible to join the Coast Guard Auxiliary.

invite 49 people to the breakfast. Seventeen
showed up.
-- a special recruiting/application night on March 7
to make the application process as seamless as
possible."

"Our flotilla voted to try something that had seen
success in the past," said Brewerton Flotilla 2-14
Commander, Mike Kennedy. "Several current
members had been wooed at the boat show, with a
follow-up breakfast/recruiting session sealing the
deal."

One of the things that we have seen is how a prospective member can get overwhelmed with all the
paperwork. So, we decided to add an Application
Night. We would have members from various flotillas work with the candidates to fill out the application. We would have computers where we would
enter everything onto the application, we would
With Kennedy, John Conroy and Bob Shanahan
make copies of papers needed to accompany the
tasked to plan the effort, they stepped it up to a
applications, and we would have fingerprint techninew level, with:
cians available to take the prints. We also asked
-- a dedicated recruiting presence at the Division 2 Dan Garcia, our Division SO-HR, to come to this
boat show booth. "Although our display had the
meeting, review the applications as they were filled
usual boater safety videos and literature," Kennedy out, and correct any problems. We hoped to walk
noted, "our focus was to talk to the attendees,
away that night with completed applications, not
gauge their interest in joining the Auxiliary, and
only in our hands, but especially in Dan’s hand,
invite them to a recruiting breakfast."
ready to submit."
-- a breakfast presentation at the Brewerton Fire
Department a week later on Feb. 23. With a list of
29 solid prospects from the boat show and another
20 names of Central New York residents who expressed an interest in the Auxiliary on the Coast
Guard Auxiliary website, the group was able to
Page 16
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The result? Twelve prospective members completed their applications that night, and in less than
three months from the February boat show, all 12
were listed in AuxDirectory. Four are now members
of Flotilla 24 (Oswego) and seven joined Flotilla

Recruiting
2-14 (Brewerton). It didn't end there. Flotilla 22 (Ithaca) picked up a new member and Flotilla 26 (Sylvan
Beach) benefitted from two new members during this period
Some prospects did not attend the breakfast, but were still interested in joining, Kennedy said, "so we
forwarded their names to the local flotilla for further follow-up."
- Robert Stronach
Contributing Editor

Kennedy added: "It was a lot of work, but the results surpassed our
dreams. We increased the division membership by over 10 percent."

Mike Kennedy's

“How-To” for a 3-pronged recruiting drive
Boat Show Presence
We set up our area to be inviting with a lot of posters and a banner emphasizing the “4 cornerstones” of the Auxiliary. We had representative
pictures to illustrate it. Likewise our slide show emphasized the “4 Cornerstones” with lots of pictures of us doing Coast Guard Auxiliary activities. We put out our pamphlets, and set up our TV, and away we went.
Terri LaVergne, Kathy Vertetis, Bob Shanahan, Rick Kunz, John Conroy,
Steve Bollenbacher, and myself manned the booth. We spoke to a lot of
people, and ended up with about 29 names of interested people.
Photo by Bob Stronach
Follow-up Breakfast
We wanted the additional time with prospective members to let them get to know us, and to show all the
benefits of belonging to the Auxiliary. We found a venue at the Brewerton Fire Department, whose hall
Flotilla 2-14 routinely uses. We contacted the Brewerton FD Ladies Auxiliary and asked them if they
would serve a breakfast for the event. They were happy to, and they did a terrific job! Division Operations Officer John Conroy had a presentation that he had used for “New Member” training, which was
modified for recruiting. Conroy and Linda Oltz presented the recruitment show. There was a lot of interest and a lot of questions. The prospects were very engaged! After the formal session was over, people
stayed just to talk, and we had a pretty good idea that we had enticed a number of people to join.

Application Night
We contacted everyone again. We also sent out a press release to media. We ended up with 18 people
attending the application night. That was pretty hectic. Our plans for having the applicants drive the
computers was doomed early, as the many quirks with the software had us lose a lot of time. In the end,
we had them fill out a paper application, and several members then inputted the data. John Conroy delivered the new member course and the test on the spot. Fingerprinting was done by a couple of Veterans Administration police officers (one was a Coast Guard Reserve master chief and the other was a
retired Coastie and Auxiliary member). We think that having your own fingerprint techs at an application
night is essential. The division human resource officer was critical to our success. He reviewed everything to make sure it was correct; he made suggestions and answered questions, and was just generally
invaluable. We had completed a dozen applications that night. Several others show promise of joining in
the near future because of this process.
The Invitation
We decided to contact prospects both by email and telephone during the interval between events. I remembered that when I had been recruited at the boat show, I was kind of undecided about attending the
breakfast, but the phone call I got encouraged me, and committed me to going. We decided to do this
between the show and the breakfast, and between the breakfast and the application night. They would
have no doubts that we were interested in them!
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CG Stations

USCG Station

Rochester

PORT OF ROCHESTER, NY - In 1838, a Congressional Committee suggested it would be logical to
position lifeboats at the established lighthouses on
the Great Lakes. Most wrecks, with resulting loss
of life, occurred near harbors, and this concept
brought about the US Life Saving service.
Lifesaving Station Charlotte was built in 1875, adjacent to the Charlotte Lighthouse, and is now
known as Coast Guard Station Rochester. The station has a storied history of gallant rescue, one of
which, in 1902, is ranked Number Seven on the list
of Official Top Ten Coast Guard Rescues. The station was moved several times, each with the intention of making men and equipment more accessible to the open water of Lake Ontario for rescue
when the need arose.
Now located on the east side of the Genesee
Page 18
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River, the current station building, built in 1939, is as
modern and ready as any in the service.
The OIC for Station Rochester, Chief Patrick
Bouchard, took charge of the station in September,
2012. A 14-year active duty veteran, Chief
Bouchard remarked: “this is my first duty station
where ice rescue was a requisite expertise”. There
were two ice rescue incidents in the Rochester area
this past winter. Bouchard’s previous duty station
was Chatham, MA.
Although the station has no housing facilities, 27
active duty and 10 reservists call Station Rochester
home. Marine hardware includes two 47-foot motor
life boats (MLB), and one 25-foot RBS.
Rochester is considered to be a “Heavy Weather
Search and Rescue” station, defined by the Coast

CG Stations
Guard as “sustained winds of 30 kts
and seas of eight feet or more”. A
heavy weather coxswain is on-duty,
trained for winds up to 50 kts and seas
up to 20 feet. Station Rochester is the
only facility in all of Sector Buffalo with
such a qualification.
The station works closely with Auxiliary
Flotilla 42 (Rochester), which is located directly across the river. With the
largest AOR on Lake Ontario, the station relies on Flotilla 48 (Hamlin
Beach) some 20 miles to the west, and
also supports AUXOP Station Sodus
Point and Flotilla 44 (Sodus Point), 25
Photo by Patti Brody
miles to the east, when needed. Joint
training missions are common.
Station Rochester 47-foot MLB routinely drill with crews from Flotilla 42
affected our budget, but absolutely has not affected
“We’re always looking to build closer relationships
our ability to serve the public with search and reswith the Auxiliary, and other agencies” Chief
cue capability.”
Bouchard said. “This allows us to maximize our resources, and stay highly vigilant while keeping exIn 2012, Station Rochester conducted 131 search
penses at a minimum”. “The sequester has indeed
and rescue missions, and 347 law enforcement cases.
One of the most challenging missions by the station
was the ESL Air and Water show, held at Ontario
Beach Park. The planning effort involved the Coast
Guard coordinating event operations among 36 different private and government agencies. Using the
Division 4 Auxiliary as both an operational and logistical resource, at any given time there would be
six Aux facilities assigned to specific points on the
water, managing the hundreds of spectator boats
that were encouraged to anchor and enjoy the
show. While the station handled the coordination
specifics between agencies, the Auxiliary effort was
unprecedented, with dozens of members from flotillas 42, 48, 44 and 47 taking on many logistical details for the three day event. Past Division 4 CDR,
Dick Myrick, commented “it was the largest operation ever attempted by the Auxiliary in Division 4”.
Public safety was the mission, and all the planning
and teamwork paid off with near flawless precision.
An estimated 40,000 people attended the show.
Photo by Mark Thomas
Photo opposite: From the deck of HMS Bounty, USCG Station
Rochester has a strategic location on the Genesee River,
guarding the river entrance - all boat traffic must pass by the
station to access Lake Ontario. Photo by Mark Thomas

Station Rochester is a multi-mission small boat station, and is one of the oldest Coast Guard facilities
on the Great Lakes.
- Mark Thomas
Editor
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Reflection

Keep it Moving !
Everyone loves it when “Shark Week” arrives on Discovery Channel. There is something about watching
Great White sharks leap out of the water, and gnash their deadly teeth for the cameras. As powerful and
well adapted a Great White shark might be, there is a simple way guaranteed to kill one: Stop it from swimming!
When a Great White stops moving, saltwater stops rushing
through its gills. Once the water ceases to move through its
gills, the powerful and deadly fish simply sinks to the bottom
and dies.
Someone once said: “When you find yourself coasting your
are either losing momentum or else your are headed downhill.”
When our lives cease to move forward, it’s like water failing
to flow through the gills of a Great White shark. There is nowhere left to go,
but the bottom.
To really live and make the most of our lives means appreciating our pasts,
but also being committed to moving forward.
As an ancient Scripture says: “The righteous keep moving forward, and those
with clean hands become stronger and stronger.” (Job 17:9, NLT)
We should enjoy looking back from time to time, but we must always remember that life is truly lived in forward motion.
- LT Jason Arant
Sector Detroit Chaplain
( Continued from Page 8, Edmund Fitzgerald )

275 feet long, and an upside stern section about 253 feet long with a debris field between the two sections. The two sections lie within 170 feet of each other.
The National Transportation Safety Board unanimously voted on 23 March 1978 to reject the U.S. Coast
Guard's official report that supported the theory of faulty hatches. Later the board revised their verdict and
reached a majority vote to agree that the sinking was caused by taking on water through one or more hatch
covers that were damaged by the impact of heavy seas over her deck.
The Lake Carriers Association contends that her foundering was caused by flooding through bottom and
ballast tank damage resulting from bottoming on the Six Fathom Shoal between Caribou and Michipicoten
Islands. As Captain Wilson pointed out in his presentation, upon further survey, "There is no Six Fathom
Shoal. The shoal is actually sixteen fathoms." The Coast Guard report on 2 August 1977 cited faulty hatch
covers, lack of water tight cargo hold bulkheads, and damage caused from an undetermined source.
The findings of the Marine Board of Investigation have been a source of debate. Consequently, Captain
Wilson made the seven volumes of published testimony available for microfilming by Bowling Green State
University for its Historical Collections of the Great Lakes. This was done in order that there would be more
access to the findings of the Marine Board of Investigation.
- Virginia Suda, VCDR, Division 7
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District Captains
Michael McGrath
District Captain
The calendar said that Spring should have come a lot sooner, but snow and
sleet in April and May told the real story. What's with that ?
April was the USCG Mutual Assistance Campaign and all our members
should have received a packet in the mail.
May was the 2013 North American Safe Boating Campaign!
National Safe Boating Week (May 18–24, 2013)
USCG Mutual Assistance Campaign
Does CGMA really help?
You bet CGMA helps! Over $167 million in assistance has been provided since
1924. In just the last five years, CGMA has given members of the Coast Guard
family over $23 million in interest free loans and grants.
Overall in 2012, CGMA provided $4.27 million in assistance. By member category, the amount of assistance
provided was:
Active Duty
$ 3.3 million
Retired
$ 285 thousand
Civilian
$ 463 thousand
Reserve
$ 155 thousand
Auxiliary
$ 28 thousand
Widow/others $ 45 thousand
Who’s eligible to receive assistance? Everyone associated with the Coast Guard family, except those on
our restricted assistance. This includes Active Duty, Reserve and Retired military personnel, employees;
Auxiliary members and Public Health Service officers serving restrictions apply. The CGMA Manual provides
additional guidance.
Do I have to contribute to CGMA to receive assistance?
NO! There is no requirement that an individual contribute in order to receive assistance. It’s processed
based on the financial need of the individual at the time assistance is requested.
Where can I get more information about CGMA? Visit www.cgmahq.org

- Mike McGrath
District Captain, Prevention
mcjack31@gmail.com

( Continued from Page 11, Program Visitors )

On the radar screen (future): There are improvements in development by the National
V-Directorate for obtaining your initial qualifications that will help smooth out the process. The Division Chief – Program Visitation, National Directorate, has informed me
that the current Recreational Boating Safety Visitation Program Manual is in the process of revision and approval. It is anticipated that the revised manual will also be used
by our partners at the U.S Power Squadrons. An updated examination and a power
point slide presentation to be used for workshops are also in
development.
- Doug Hamernick
DSO-PV
The Eastwind Spring 2013
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District Captains
Anthony Ruque
District Captain
Many of our members do not fully understand the importance and the extent of
the work being done by our Information Systems (IS) staff officers on behalf of
our Coast Guard Auxiliary.
I often hear from many members how they are simply content with doing their
work for our Coast Guard, but do not see a good reason to do all the paperwork that goes along with it. Some state that they are not concerned with taking the credit for the work. They will note that they do the work for the satisfaction and the enjoyment that they get by working alongside the Coast Guard
and other Auxiliarists in their units. Others may comment on how they do not
need a pat on the back for what they do, while others may simply say how they
do not see the reason for all the paperwork.
You have probably heard a variation of the above from some of your friends at the deck plate level. All
Auxiliary leaders at every level should make an effort to explain to our members the real need for filling
out, and sending their hours to their local IS staff officer. The paperwork required to report our mission
hours to Information Systems is extremely important to our organization.
We do not receive any monetary payment for our services. Our payment comes from the recognition of
the many hours that we volunteer for each and every year. This recognition cannot be received by all of
us without our paperwork being submitted to our local Information Systems staff officers.
In addition, the Coast Guard receives funding and recognition for our Coast Guard Auxiliary efforts from
our government based on the many hours that we contribute towards all of our missions. I recently attended an IS workshop where the instructor stated that close to 50% of our missions are not recorded due to members not submitting their hours to their IS officers! All members must make sure
that we submit our missions to the IS officers so that the hours can be recorded and counted.
Remember…………our work is not completed until the paperwork
(IS mission reports) are done!

- Tony Ruque
District Captain, Logistics

Robert Scofield
District Captain
"These are the times that try men's souls..." (Thomas Paine). That quote from 200
years ago is as true today. The Federal government's sequestration or roll back
will certainly have a great impact on the Auxiliary. The actual effect has not been
given to us yet as to how it will affect our summer operations but no matter what we will persevere. We now have to be creative, and, be more conscious of how
we do what we do and make sure that every dollar gets the greatest bang.
The two areas in which we traditionally do very well in the summer - public education and vessel exams - should be our focus. These areas do not require reimbursable orders and yet have a great impact on saving lives and preventing accidents. We can show
our worth as an organization and keep our flotillas functioning by doing
- Bob Scofield
these extremely well.
District Captain, Response
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From the Bridge
Edward Monaco
District Chief of Staff
The boating season for Nine Eastern District arrived here in early May for many of us. Hopefully, most of
us took a few days before we ventured out on the water
either on patrol, or for recreational boating, to review the
procedures we need to be safe on the water.
There are many checklists and published articles available
on the internet that can guide boaters for trailering their
boat, canoeing, kayaking, sailing, and motoring your boat.
Auxiliarists have a heads up on boating, of course, but reviewing procedures and safety requirements should be a mandatory part of our
preseason operations, before we venture out on the water.
Training at the flotilla and division level is something we need to do to get our
coxwains and crew ready for spring patrols. Coxwains, getting new potential
crew members familiar with your facility is important in order to insure a smooth
trouble free patrol. Also, review for cold water procedures and required equipment is beneficial for early spring patrols. Coxwains may wish to contact their
USCG station chiefs to discuss when they will be needed throughout the year
so that plans can be made to organize crew and time off if necessary to participate in missions.
Some flotillas have successfully used the summer to have meetings at local
lakes and navigable waterways where outdoor meeting facilities are available.
After a quick meeting, on the water time is exercised, under orders, for training
purposes. Several coxwains provide their facilities and training exercises are
conducted, weather permitting. These training evenings have provided a much
needed time to review tows, radio procedures, coxwains/crew communications
while under way, and many other boat operation procedures.
Let’s get the word out that practice makes perfect and let’s be safe out there on
the water!
- Ed Monaco
District Chief of Staff
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Department of Homeland Security
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7040 Benedict Beach
Hamlin, NY 14464
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Vessel Safety Check
Reminders

See page 14

